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To all tuion it invatly concei'i :
end from which the point of the crayon pro

Be it known that I, EUGENE. H. TAYLOR, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Lynn,
in the county of Essex and State of Massachu
setts, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Crayon-Holders, of which
the following is a specification, reference be

jects. In the body A of the holder I form a
series of longitudinal cuts 3, which extend 55
from each end thereof to a point beyond the
middle portion thereof. The cuts at one end
of the body A alternate with those at the
other end thereof and overlap or extend past
ing
had therein to the accompanying draw the
latter at the middle of said body, as shown
lingS.
clearly
in Fig. 1. The aperture B, which re
IO
My invention has for its object to provide ceives the
crayon, should be slightly less in
an improved holder for crayons.
diameter
when
holder is empty than the
The invention is fully set forth in the foll diameter of the the
crayon
which is to be placed
lowing description, and the novel features therein. The longitudinal
3 permit the 65
thereof are pointed out and clearly defined in holder to expand throughoutcuts
the
entirelength
the claims at the end of this specification. thereof, the amount of expansion possible in
In the Said description reference is made to the middle portion of the holder depending
the accompanying drawings, in which
the extent to which the alternate cuts
Figure I a perspective of a holder embody 3upon
overlap
or extend past each other. The
ing my invention. Fig. 2 is a lengthwise sec holder is formed
preferably from WOOd, but
tion of a holder embodying my invention, any suitable material
be employed. I
showing a crayon in position in the holder, prefer wood because itmay
is
sufficiently
the said crayon being cylindrical in shape ing and springy and is light, inexpensive,yield
and
and of equal diameter throughout its length. easily worked. When the crayon is forced
75
Fig. 3 is a similar view showing a crayon in
25 position which is tapering in shape, being into the holder, the latter expands somewhat
to receive it, and the holder will then grip
larger in diameter at one end than at the the
crayon and hold it firmly in place. If
other. Fig. 4 is a section on line 4 4, Fig. 1. for any
reason it is desired to increase the
In the use of crayons, especially such as
of the holder on the crayon, this may be
are employed for marking on blackboards and grip
readily effected by placing elastic or other
the like, it is desirable to prevent, so far as compressing
in the annular grooves 5
possible, the Waste resulting from breakage, on the exteriorbands
of
the
A. These grooves
which is ordinarily relatively very great. It 5 serve to prevent thebody
elastic
bands from be
is also desirable to avoid soiling the fingers, coming displaced, as also to indicate
where
which results when the crayon comes in direct the bands should be placed to be most effect
35 contact therewith. By the employment of my ive, but I do not consider them essential, as
invention the Waste resulting from breakage bands of rubber may be employed to com
may be reduced to a minimum and the crayon press the holder and will operate effectually
may be used in marking without bringing it without
the annular grooves 5. Ordinarily 90
into contact with the fingers. The device is no compressing-bands
are necessary.
simple and consists of a body portion A of any I do not consider it essential
point
desired form, but preferably cylindrical in of the holder should be taperedthatorthe
thinned
shape, and having an aperture B lengthwise down, as shown at 2, although such a con
thereof and extending from end to end of the struction
is desirable and convenient and per 95
body portion, the said aperture correspond mits the user
to see the projecting point of
45 ing, preferably in cross-sectional shape, with the crayon even
if the said point be short,
the cross-sectional shape of the crayon, that and it further permits
a shorter piece of
is to say, if the crayon is circular in cross crayon to be used as effectively
longer
section the aperture in the holder is prefer piece might be, thus permittingasa astick
of CO
ably circular in cross-section. At one end crayon to be almost entirely used and reduc
the holder is preferably tapered, as shown at ing the Wastage.
2, Figs. 1, 2, and 3, and the tapered end is
it is desired to use a tapering crayon,
designed to be the point of the holder or the myIfholder
will adjust itself equally well to a

2
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Crayon of that form without change in the
form or proportions of the aperture B or of the
body A, provided the average diameter of
the tapering crayon be substantially the same
as the diameter of the parallel-sided crayon
for which the holder is adapted.
As will be obvious, the number of longitu
dinal cuts 3 and the width and length of the
said cuts may be varied without departing
O from the essential features of my invention.
The crayon should be inserted in the holder
at that end thereof which is opposite the point
or tapelring end, and as the crayon is worn
down in use it may be readily shoved for
ward with a lead-pencil or the like.
What I claim is
1. A crayon-holder comprising a body por
tion having an aperture lengthwise thereof
to receive the crayon and having longitudi
nal cuts extending from each end thereof to

a point beyond the middle portion of the said
body, the said cuts at one end alternating
with those at the other end, substantially as
set forth.
2. A crayon-holder comprising a body por 25
tion having an aperture lengthwise thereof
to receive a crayon and having longitudinal
cuts extending from each end thereof to a
point beyond the middle portion of said body
the said cuts at one end alternating with those
at the other end and one or more exterior an
nular grooves for the purposes and substan
tially as set forth.
In testimony whereof I affix my signature
in presence of two witnesses.
EUGENE II. TAYLOR.

Witnesses:
WM. A. MACLEOD,
ALICE II. MORRISON.

